BODY AND SOUL AT CONRAD MA LDIVES RANGALI

ISLAND

Conrad Maldives Rangali Island is home to two unique Spa experiences, The Spa Retreat on Rangalifinolhu Island and The OverWater Spa on Rangali Island. Combining expertise from around the world with carefully selected products and therapies influenced by the environment, the two Spas offer unique and effective experiences to suit the needs of every individual.

THE SPA RETREAT
Located 50 metres off of the tip of Rangalifinolhu
Island, The Spa Retreat is a luxurious sanctuary in
which every aspect of health is addressed, from diet
and
exercise to body treatments and beauty.
The Spa Retreat is part of an over-water retreat which
includes 21 luxurious villas and Mandhoo Spa
Restaurant. Set on stilts over the Indian Ocean,
Mandhoo Restaurant perches above gentle waves and
marine life and provides a refreshing setting in which
to enjoy lunch or dinner alongside a visit to the Spa.
The menu in Mandhoo has been specially prepared to
energize and nourish the body utilizing organic
produce, some grown on the resort grounds and
imported from around the world.

The Spa Retreat Key Features:



Nine couple’s treatment rooms



Five treatment rooms have their own private
steam, sauna and jet bath



One treatment room features a Vichy shower



Full-service spa complete with hair salon and
manicure and pedicure room



Retail boutique

The Spa Retreat is open daily between 9am and 9pm.

OVER-WATER SPA
A unique experience in the Maldives, the Over Water Spa on Rangali Island is comprised of four thatched-roof treatment rooms set
on stilts over the Indian Ocean. Three of these treatment rooms have glass floors, providing entrancing views of the colourful coral
reef below, whilst a secluded serenity deck with open-air whirlpool provides the perfect finale to the spa rituals on offer.
The Over Water Spa ritual begins with a soothing cup of herbal tea in the iconic thatched-roof reception area before moving to the
glass floor couple’s treatment room and enjoying a signature treatment as colourful fish swim amongst the coral below. An
altogether different experience, guest will take part in colour rituals which are each unique and have been designed to correspond
with the chakra systems of the body to bring about physical, emotional and spiritual enlightenment.

Key Features:



Four couple’s treatment rooms



Three treatment rooms feature glass flooring



Relaxation deck with whirlpool

The Over Water Spa is open daily between 9am and 9pm.

SPA PRODUCTS
ELEMIS
Elemis have been leading the way in innovative, professional therapies and formulations for over 25 years. Expert body therapies
and unique massage techniques are combined with potent natural active formulations for maximum results. Their team of highly
experienced therapists is trained to intuitively nurture the wellbeing of guests, treat their skin and achieve tailor-made results.

VALMONT
Established in Geneva in 1905, this heritage-rich premium skincare brand offers the very highest quality of products. An intelligent
range of collagen-based products helps address the causes of dehydration and cellular decline, delivering reinvigorating skin. All
Valmont products are developed in conjunction with its four skincare rituals: hydration, radiance, energy and wrinkles/firmness.

